Facilities of The Ojo
There are a number of physical structures on The Ojo that make your stay here easier.
These have evolved and continue to evolve to meet the needs of groups that convene
here.
The Pavilion

The pavilion is the place where groups store and prepare food, meet, hang out, use the
wi-fi, take showers etc.

Pavilion has full kitchen, small self-serve store, showers, heat etc.

The Hogan

The Hogan, with its adobe floor and vaulted ceiling is a magical space for serious
dialogue, hanging out, doing the morning yoga routine or just meditating. We provide
chairs and rugs as needed.

The Rainbow and Suspension Bridge

The Ojo Rainbow is the main connector between the campground and the pavilion. It
spans 67’ and its apex is nearly 16 feet above the riverbed.

The suspension bridge spans 64’ and is the best connection between the cabin and the
campground. Also it can be used as an alternative to the Rainbow.

Trails

Main trail from the Hogan/campground to pavilion is about 1000’ in length and
lighted with low key lighting for nighttime use. The Rainbow also has lighting for dark
crossings.

Trail section near the pavilion. Ojo trails provide a way around the land, along the
river, through meadows and onto BLM lands. Bosque trails are flat and leisurely. If you
need more exercise then try:
The spectacular Shadow Mountain Trail. It climbs a thousand vertical feet in just over
a mile, to the top of Black Mesa and rewards the hiker with stupendous views of
northern New Mexico including Pedernal, Sangre de Cristo mtns , the entire Ojo valley
and more.

The Ojo Cabin

Individuals can rent the The Ojo Cabin and it is included in group bookings. It has heat,
queen bed, and it’s own shower and RV style toilet. This is cleaned daily and as needed.
Towels, bedding etc. are all provided with the cabin.
Groups figure out how they want to use the cabin. See the Ojo Cabin section of the
website to get more details about the cabin.

Tipi

26’ ceremonial tipi can be used with permission.
Labyrinth

Our labyrinth is a classic seven ring design atop the north bluff, home of an old pueblo
ruin from the Rio Grande Classic era.

Toilets

Two toilets in the campground and one near the pavilion are cleaned daily and as
needed. We always provide paper, and keep the hand wash stations supplied with
water and soap.
There’s still more!!

Throw some horseshoes (above), arrange a sweat lodge, go swimming in a beaver
pond (OK…not always around but often enough!) or kick back under a cottonwood.
Campground parking can accommodate about 8 to 10 cars with nearby overflow
parking.

